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Excerpt from Why Bonds Are Safe
InvestmentsThe average person perhaps
does not realize to what an extent he is now
indirectly investing in bonds, and enjoying
the advantages which bonds have made
possible. The insurance company in which
he, his family or his property is insured
invests its funds largely in bonds. So very
likely to a considerable degree does the
bank in which he deposits his money. The
school where he sends his children has
probably been built from the proceeds of a
bond issue, as have many of the other
public improvements of his community, the
local electric light plant, the waterworks,
the railroads which developed the country
nearby, the trolley lines on which he rides,
etc. Many of the greatest conveniences of
the present day would have been
impossible if bonds had not been
considered safe investments by a very large
number of people. It is the purpose of this
pamphlet to explain the elements of safety
which have made this class of securities so
popular with careful investors.About the
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